
9.1 How were criminals punished,
1530-17007
Methods of punishment during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

Continuity The primary aim of punishment was that of Change The development of the idea
deterrence (making the person too frightened to commit a crime) of locking up a person in prison as a
and retribution (making the person suffer for their crime) - 'punishment'; the building of houses of
themes that carried on from the medieval period correction and Bridewells

The medieval system of corporal punishment served two purposes in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries:

• to teach offenders how wrong they were
• to deter others from following their example (this is why the

punishment took place in public).

Three main types of corporal punishment were used during this time:

• Whipping/flogging: flogging was used for a variety of offences
such as refusing to attend church and for stealing goods worth less
than a shilling (5p). The Tudor laws against vagrancy meant that
beggars could be publicly disgraced by being whipped or flogged.

• Stocks and pillory: the main purpose of both the stocks and the
pillory was to humiliate offenders in public, dissuade them from
repeating their offence and serve as an example so others would
not do the same. They were used to punish offenders for minor
crimes such as drunkenness, swearing, and dishonest trading such
as selling underweight goods. Those in the stocks or pillory could
be pelted with stones and rotten food. The pillory was not finally
abolished until 1837 and the stocks continued in use until 1872.

Key terms

: CorporalPU~;:~:::~~;~~'=I iI punishment

[ Flogging - punishment by
I beating

1 Stocks - a wooden frame used
[ as a public punishment with holesI for the feet

1 Pillory - a wooden frame used
l as a public punishment with holes
l for the head and hands
...............................................................................



Exam practice

Source A: In the sixteenth century the pillory was used a form of public
humiliation for minor crimes.

TWO PRETENDED FORTUNE-TELLERS IN THE PILLORY

What does Source A show you about punishment in
the sixteenth century? [2 marks]

Answers online

Publicexecution in the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturieswas a
continuation of the punishment administered throughout the medieval
period. It was believedthat public execution would deter onlookers from
committing crimes themselvesand would show that law and order was being
maintained. Therewere many crimespunishable by execution, including:
• major crimes like murder, treason, counterfeiting and arson
• some minor crimes like theft of goods valued over a shilling (5p).

~g:f1,,"i!i"""""""""""""""""""""""""':
1 In this type of question you :
~ need to pick out specific details ~
: from the source and from the l
~ caption attached to it. In this ~
l context you need to say that l
~ the pillory was intended to ~
l humiliate those found guilty of :
~minor crimes. It was a public ~
l punishment. People are looking ~
l at the guilty pair. ~
................................................................................. :



During the Tudor period JPsbegan to set up housesof correction,
sometimes known as Bridewells, with the aim of changing the ways
of persistent beggars. In 1553 Edward VI converted the palace of
Bridewell into a house of correction. It aimed to reform rather than
deter by putting the inmates to supervised work. The tasks included
making caps and bed covers,wool carding, silk winding and nail
making. In 1576 an Act allowed for the setting up of housesof
correction, based on the London Bridewell example.

Before the eighteenth century prison was regarded not so much as
a punishment but rather as a place to hold suspects until they were
brought to trial or released.There was no set time for how long
suspects could be held. The jailers received no salary and depended
on forcing money from prisoners. For many prisoners, conditions were
appalling and they were brutally treated.

There were fourteen prisons in London in the sixteenth century. Below
are some of the most important:

Newgate The chief criminal prison

The Clink, Southwark For religious prisoners

Fleet, Clerkenwell For prisoners committed by order of
the monarch

Marshalsea, Southwark For religious prisoners

The King's Bench, Southwark For debtors

Revision tasks: Usetheinformati~;,;.;~,;;~;;i~;··;~·;~~~I~;~;~:·;~II~=';~·.················i
~ 1. Describe conditions inside prisons during the sixteenth and
~ seventeenth centuries.
~2. Explain why houses of correction were set up during the Tudor
l_ period .
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Key term ·····················,······ .. ··.. · .......... ···1

~ Debtor - someone who owes
\ money to another person J....~ - -..-..-- .


